A workshop sponsored by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education was attended by members and staffs of state boards for community colleges and by interested representatives from states without such boards. More than 75 people represented 13 states. Its purpose was to broaden the participants' understanding of the issues of community colleges and to learn how various states have coped with their rapid growth. This report contains summaries of speeches by six consultants: (1) "Community College Systems Across the Nation," by Leland Medsker; (2) "The Community College in the American Educational System," by Thomas Shay; (3) "A Joint Presentation on Distribution of Responsibility Between State and Local Community College Boards," by Dale Tillery and Leland Medsker; (4) "Budgeting and Financing for State System Colleges. Some Trends and Guidelines," by Paul Elsner; (5) "Considerations in Building a Community College System--the 'If,' 'When,' 'Where,' and 'What' of Developing Community Colleges," by Frederick Giles; and (6) "New Models for Planning Community Colleges," by John E. Roueche. A roster of the participants is included. (HH)
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FOREWORD

The number of community colleges in the West has increased dramatically in the past few years. Many states have responded to this growth by providing statewide coordination for these colleges. Because of the trend toward coordination at the state level, WICHE felt it appropriate to sponsor a workshop to examine some of the major considerations in developing community college systems and statewide coordinating agencies.

The workshop was held September 26 and 27, 1968, in San Francisco. Participants included members and staffs of state boards for community colleges, as well as representatives from states without such boards who were concerned about statewide community college development.

The workshop theme, "Effective State Board Leadership in Community College Development," attempted to broaden the participants' understanding of community college issues and to explain how various states have coped with the rapid growth of such colleges.

The report of the workshop consists of summaries of speeches by six consultants: Dr. Paul Elsner, Director of the Division of Community Colleges, Colorado State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education; Dr. Frederick Giles, Dean of the College of Education, University of Washington; Dr. Leland Medsker, Director, Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, University of California at Berkeley; Dr. John Roueche, Director, Community College Division of the Regional Education Laboratory for the Carolinas and Virginia, Durham, North Carolina; Dr. Thomas Shay, Associate Professor of Higher Education and Director, Community College Leadership Program, University of Colorado; and Dr. Dale Tillery, Project Director, Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, Professor of Higher Education, University of California.

Over 75 participants representing all 13 western states attended the workshop. This wide base of interest is evidence that these people are seeking new ways to improve their leadership roles in the West's community college systems. Through the meeting, WICHE provided a vehicle for these leaders to discuss...
states' common educational problems and seek solutions for them.

The papers in this publication should contribute to a greater understanding of the role of statewide community college boards as they relate, not only to local community colleges, but also to the entire state educational structure.

Kevin P. Bunnell
Associate Director
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education

Boulder, Colorado 80302
February, 1969
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEMS ACROSS THE NATION

Leland Medsker
Director, Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education
University of California at Berkeley

Historically, community colleges emerged from systems of secondary education. Because of this, most were initially under the control of state boards of education. Thus, in most states these boards retained policy-making authority for community colleges as well as for elementary and secondary education. Later, as community colleges increased in number, many states established separate agencies to coordinate their development.

Educators and state policy makers have encouraged this trend because they realize that this growing segment of education demands special, systematic coordination. For this reason, many states have set up community college systems with two kinds of coordination responsibilities: (1) coordination among the community colleges within the system; and (2) coordination of the two-year schools with other segments of the state's total educational program. The already overburdened state boards of education in most states, unable to cope effectively with such coordinative responsibilities, have given over this responsibility to separate state agencies for community colleges.

State-wide community college systems share several common characteristics. One characteristic is that there are enough colleges and enough community college program offerings to warrant state-wide coordination. A large number of schools and a variety of programs insure the status of community colleges as an important segment of education in these states. One sure sign that community colleges have been recognized as an essential part of the state's array of educational institutions is if they are included in a state master plan for education.

Another important characteristic of a state community college system is the cohesion that a coordinated system brings to the separate colleges. Through a system they are able to act as partners as they relate to other levels of education in the state.
Historical Review of Community College Development

Although community college systems do have several common characteristics, there have been many variations in the systems over the past 50 years.

The first of what may be called community college systems was actually an extension of secondary education. A public community college in Joliet, Illinois, was the first of such "colleges" in the country, and its programs were merely attached to the high school and the public school system.

Another major variation was the so-called "6-4-4 Plan" developed during the 1920's and 1930's. This plan created a 6-year elementary program; a 4-year intermediate high school (which included grades 7-10); and an upper 4-year unit consisting of grades 11-14. California had several such organizational structures, as did many middle western states.

Also during the 1920's, another pattern evolved which created separate local districts and boards of control for community colleges. A unique feature of this plan was the district's taxing power to maintain the two-year schools. This pattern of locally-supported and controlled community colleges is used in most states today. Few community colleges still are attached to local public school systems.

Regardless of the organizational pattern, there always has been some state level agency responsible for community colleges. Thus, because these institutions originally were parts of the public school system, the state agency responsible became the state board of education.

Variation in Present Community College Systems

Three emerging patterns for two-year college coordination are modifying the traditional role of state boards of education.

1. Local Control and State Coordination. The predominant pattern for community college organization is local control and support with state level coordination. States such as Arizona, California, Oregon, Washington, and several middle western states have been in this category. The state coordination agency is usually one of the following:

   (a) A state board of education;
   (b) A separate state-level coordinating board for community colleges;
2. State Support and Control. A second system for coordinating community colleges provides total state support. This exists in a state system of community colleges which are neither locally-controlled nor university-affiliated. Colorado recently started such a system where the prime responsibility is vested in a state-level board for community colleges and vocational education.* Minnesota and Massachusetts are other examples.

3. University Control. A third pattern is the university-related system. The community colleges in this system are controlled by university policy and are often referred to as other campuses of the university. In the West, Alaska and Hawaii are two states with such a system.

There appears to be one major thread linking the various movements toward systems for community colleges. That thread is the trend toward coordination of the educational components within each state. The other contributors to this publication will discuss in depth the trend toward coordination and its implications on the division of responsibility between the state and local community college agencies. This outline, however, has attempted to set the stage for understanding the flexibility which gives great latitude to those persons charged with allocating responsibility for coordinating community college development.

* Community college participation in the Colorado state system is voluntary.
If community colleges are to fulfill their unique mission within the framework of American education, they must, it seems, pay careful attention to the development of four characteristics.

Accessibility

First, the community college should be accessible to all its potential students -- accessible economically, geographically, academically and psychologically.

Comprehensiveness

Second, the community college should be comprehensive, offering a wide variety of courses and services, with a strong emphasis on technical and developmental work. It should also be internally articulated. That is, it should be so structured that a student is not bound to a particular track and major, nor is he bound to a particular level of employment. Instead, the student is encouraged and helped to move from one level and area of study to another as he learns more about himself and his potential.

Flexibility

Third, the community college programs should be flexible and responsive to a local community, although alert to national and international trends and affairs. The community college should be innovative.

Quality

Fourth, the community college must offer a high quality of work in all its curricula regardless of type or level.
Community College as It Relates to Other Segments of Education

Is the community college most appropriately a part of higher education, or a part of secondary education? I define it as a part of higher education because most, though not all, of its offerings assume that the student has completed high school level studies and because most of its students are of post-high school age. (I hasten to add, however, that the community college has learned much from good secondary teaching practices, and can continue to learn.) I am also convinced that the community college should be administratively separate from secondary schools and from other elements of higher education. It must have its own identity.

As an element of higher education, the community college should strive to make available, to all members of the community, all aspects of post-secondary, but less than baccalaureate education which are not otherwise adequately supplied. Now, some are certain to raise the question: "Can this community college be all things to all men?" I am reasonably sure it cannot, but I am also reasonably sure that it can be more things to more men than can any other existing institution or organization of education.

The relationship of the community college to the secondary schools should be one in which the community college offers educational opportunity for all high school graduates, as well as others in the community. These opportunities must be known and accessible to all high school graduates. The community college can, and should, have a closer relationship with the high schools than do any of the other kinds of institutions of higher education.

Occupational and Adult Education

A commonly expressed concern is the appropriate curricular relationship of the community college to the high schools, the vocational-technical centers, and adult education centers. It is not necessary for any particular community college to take over a specific list of functions if these functions are now adequately served by the secondary schools. For example, in many communities around the country, the secondary system has a strong adult education program operated in high schools in the evenings. However, it may well be a long-run advantage to the community if there is a gradual shift of many special functions, such as adult education, from the secondary schools to the community colleges.

I have two basic reasons for making this proposition. One is that a well-organized and well-run community college probably
can offer a greater variety of opportunities to persons in adult education than can adult education programs in secondary schools. Second, by moving certain functions such as adult education from the secondary setting to the community college setting, it may be possible to release major amounts of secondary school funds for the improvement of other secondary programs.

A special comment is in order concerning the vocational-technical centers. Regardless of the institutional setting of these centers, it seems to me to be absolutely imperative that the education and training offered be available to all interested and qualified persons regardless of age. Only about half of our high school graduates enter any kind of college, and about one-third of those students who enter high school do not graduate. These persons constitute a very large and important segment of our society. They deserve and need to be trained and educated to become personally, socially, and economically productive members of society. This certainly means that a variety of sound occupational training opportunities must continue to be available at the high school level.

In many large communities, it may be organizationally and economically feasible to offer one rather complete set of occupational programs in the high schools and another different, but equally complete set in the community colleges. In smaller communities, it often seems unwise to duplicate facilities. When this is the case, these facilities should be part of the community college, but accessible to high school students as well as to those of college age and above.

Regardless of what occupational training opportunities are available in the high schools, there must be comprehensive education in the community college, ranging from six-week programs for low-skill jobs to two-year programs in sophisticated technologies. We are in an era when the demand for trained workers and educated citizens is rapidly increasing, and when large numbers of mature workers require frequent occupational upgrading and retraining.

Other Elements of Higher Education

What should be the relationship of the community college to other elements of higher education? The following remarks are premised upon the concept of differentiated roles and functions of various kinds of higher educational institutions, with the community colleges characterized as noted earlier. Of those characteristics, I believe that true comprehensiveness, in both kind and level of programs, is the characteristic which most clearly distinguishes the community college from other elements of higher education.
Probably the next most important characteristic is the open door policy. One of the most commonly debated questions in the area of community college relationships has to do with the matter of differential admissions standards to the three elements of public higher education. I am inclined to favor some differentiation, with the community college always maintaining an open door policy. Among other advantages, such a policy maintains for all students the possibility of transferring to a more selective institution once he has proven himself in a less selective institution.

The discussion of differentiated institutional functions in higher education almost inevitably leads to the question: "Should the four-year institutions give up their lower divisions altogether and turn them over to the community colleges?" I do not think we know enough about such a plan of operation to give any categorical answer to the question, although it is being tried in Florida and in Illinois and has been tried to a certain extent in other states. My own feeling is that it is not wise for all four-year institutions to give up their lower division programs. It seems to me that we have ample evidence from the work of the Berkeley Center for Research and Development in Higher Education that there is a great variety of students with an equally great variety of interests and needs. If we are to meet these interests and needs, we must have also a variety of institutions of higher education. The problem is to get the right students into the right institutions.

States ought to be prepared to spend a great deal of thought, energy, and money on the student personnel programs in community colleges. If these colleges are, in fact, the colleges with the closest relationships with the local high school, it follows that the community colleges will have the greatest amount of contact with the high school students. High school counselors have a very large job to do in helping students meet the problems of adolescence and broad post-high school career decisions. Community college counselors and other student personnel persons can assist in the advising function by becoming experts concerning the initial choice of post-secondary institutions.

Articulation between Community Colleges and Four-Year Institutions

Articulation and acceptance of course work and student transfers between community colleges and four-year institutions requires cooperation and involvement of all institutions in a state. Community colleges should be regarded as mature educational organizations with ample intelligence sources to determine the needs of their own students. There is no reason why a student who has met the general education requirements at a community college
should not also be considered to have met the lower division general education requirements at a state college or university.

But agreement on these and other matters of articulation cannot be reached unilaterally, nor can it be effectively applied by administrative fiat. It requires involvement of all a state's institutions, and of large numbers of persons in those institutions. All too often we regard articulation as if it were an abstraction, which it is not. The process of articulation is one which involves the feelings, careers, time, money, and energy of individuals, both students and teachers as well as the resources of institutions and states.

Articulation is not simply a matter of the clerical evaluation or transcription of course titles or credit hours. Real articulation of course work and of student transfers is not possible without the face to face confrontation of faculties. This means that there is a real necessity for frequent articulation conferences at which small groups of faculty and administrators have an opportunity to ask questions, to exchange ideas, and to engage in debate over the virtues of various approaches. A common failing of articulation conferences is that the university or the state college people assume that they are the leaders and that they necessarily know more about lower division instruction than do the teachers in the community college.

There should be very close interaction among the faculties and administrators of all elements of higher education. It is not enough for presidents, deans, and registrars to meet occasionally, necessary as such meetings are. Faculties must meet, must visit one another's campuses and become real colleagues. If there is real understanding among these educators, there will be much better possibilities for mutual acceptance.

Relationship of Community Colleges and Graduate Institutions

Special mention should be made of two other aspects of the relationships with other institutions of higher education. One is that the graduate institutions have an obligation to prepare personnel for work in the community colleges. Many state colleges and universities in the WICHE region do have such programs. But the demand is large, and there is need for continued development of such programs. It is imperative that graduate programs for community college personnel be developed with the continuing advice, assistance, and evaluation of the community colleges, so that the persons who complete the programs are specifically prepared for community college work.

A second important joint function of community colleges and
graduate institutions is that of community college research. Many community colleges are developing good institutional research programs and most important operational research is conducted through state offices. Nevertheless, the need is usually greater than institutions and state offices are able to meet with their own staffs. The graduate institutions may be able to provide personnel and know-how to carry out additional research services.

Cooperative Use of Faculties and Facilities

We should also note the possibilities for cooperative use of faculties and facilities. An obvious example of this cooperation is the use of community college faculties and rooms for the offering of university extension work. This is a fairly common practice. Probably even more common is the community colleges' use of secondary faculty and rooms in offering evening work. Some university departments have suggested faculty exchanges with community colleges. Another department has suggested the development of mobile laboratory units which could be used for instruction in both the university and the community colleges. We should give careful attention and encouragement to these and other cooperative ventures.

These then, are some of the things which are important about the relationships of the community college with other elements of education. But they are by no means prescriptions. Each state has its own population patterns, its own problems of finance, its own educational history. In developing community colleges, none of these factors may be ignored, nor may a host of others. Nevertheless, in any state the community college individually or as a system must be based upon the needs, recognized or unrecognized, of the people and their communities. To determine community college roles and relationships, we must ask and answer some hard questions. What are their levels of training and education of the people? What are their levels of aspiration? What are the business and industrial needs of the state? What are the cultural needs of the state? What opportunities are presently available to the citizens of the state? What agencies and institutions are offering what programs, and to whom?

The next broad question is: Which of the needed opportunities for the citizens can best be offered by the community college? And, finally, the question: How can the total educational system and the individual schools and colleges best be organized to provide these opportunities?

If we really have answers to questions like these, we have a reasonable chance of working out community college roles and relationships according to a rational plan, rather than by default, by chance, or under the pressure of special interest groups.
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN STATE AND LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARDS

Dale Tillery
Project Director
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education
Professor of Higher Education
University of California

Several considerations about community college education influence the distribution of administrative and policy-making authority between state and local boards. One is the responsiveness of the community college to the needs of the local community. Another consideration is the need to conserve scarce resources. A third is the level of local development and public opinion which affect community college education.

Response and Relevance to Students and Community

The community college must provide relevant educational services to its students and to its community. Any division of authority between state and local boards must reflect this commitment. Leaders at both levels have challenging roles to guide the junior college to meet the profound educational changes demanded by students and society. Because of its unique position in higher education, the junior college can meet these demands.

The junior college is a new institution; it is a new model of education. For these reasons, its flexibility should enable it to be innovative and responsive to the student and community needs. The junior college must build on the strengths that are available from other educational models. But it also must build new programs of education, new ways of planning curriculum, new ways of teaching, new forms of guidance. In a sense, they must try to find out what their new and unique role is. State and local resources must be coordinated to bring success to this role.

Conservation of Scarce Resources

Among the material resources essential for community college development and coordination are money and personnel, both of which are scarce. This dilemma of scarce resources is an important factor affecting community college administration and development. Regardless of how powers are delineated, both state and local boards must accept the responsibility to conserve human
and fiscal resources.

Many have charged that the California community colleges developed as dramatically as they have because they pirated faculties and leadership from the rest of the nation. If community colleges develop as rapidly in other states as they have in California, who is going to pirate from whom? Where is higher education going to get qualified faculty to man the impressive number of existing and developing institutions? The answer to the latter question may influence the distribution of responsibilities between state and local boards for community colleges.

Local Development and State Involvement

Forces influencing the distribution of community college authority vary from state to state and from community to community. The forces which determine the relationship between state and local agencies are a function of the level of community college development both locally and in the institution. The levels vary dramatically, depending on such factors as educational expertise, public opinion and financial resources. Each of the several stages of local development place different challenges upon state agencies to fill developmental gaps.

Public Opinion and Community College Development

Public opinion determines how rapidly a given community college system will develop. Opinion makers not only include community citizens and tax payers, but also legislators and educators. Effective development of the community colleges depends on the readiness of these groups to accept and enhance the community college. These attitudes also have direct bearing upon the degree of centralization or coordination among the community college efforts.

California enjoys a favorable climate for coordination because for fifty years universities and state colleges have included the junior colleges as an essential part of higher education. This practice not only has been a service to students, but also has strengthened the development of the senior institutions. In other states, however, there are still great reservations and hostilities to the inroads of community college education on the apparent prerogatives of senior institutions. Clearly, such attitudes toward community colleges negatively influences the willingness of such states to mobilize resources for community college development.
Organizational Structures for Community College Coordination

Organizational structures for community college development and coordination must be flexible. They must be able to adapt to the many forces cited above which influence community college development.

In some states, community college coordination may reflect a trend toward increased gathering of power and authority within a centralized agency. In others, state coordination boards may relinquish authority to local boards which have accumulated substantial human resources and physical facilities and have demonstrated their ability to assume greater responsibility.

The idea that community college coordinating organizations are not static is important to remember. A corollary of this appears in two major trends which touch almost every facet of our social and political lives. One is the trend toward greater centralization and coordination. We see it equally in education and government. A counter trend is toward decentralized public participation in decision making, particularly in those decisions which affect the welfare and needs of the public. In education, the most vocal groups are students, faculty, and community and business leaders who want to insure that education is relevant to their needs.

Maybe these two trends are on collision courses. But there is an alternative to collision. This is true especially in the separate roles of state vs. local community college boards. The alternative is an effort by both boards to understand the educational concerns of the other. With this kind of accommodation, it is possible to coordinate and build junior colleges and effective community college systems.

To do this, the central agencies or state coordinating boards for community colleges must begin to think in human terms. For instance, they must not consider enrollments in a state system only in terms of dollars and square feet. They must realize that enrollments represent people.

The decisions a state board must make are, indeed, human decisions because they determine who will be educated and who will not. The board's interactions with students, faculty and local boards will increase its sensitivity to the human aspects of education. There must be a similar effort at the local level to be sensitive to state board concerns, such as resources. In this regard, local level boards, students, and faculty must attempt to conserve and make maximum use of state and local resources.
Control of community colleges must not interfere with the need to design rational and effective programs and budgets for the allocation of resources. Careful planning must exist for the effective education of our citizenry.
The problem of distributing power between state and local agencies is not peculiar to community colleges. It is a problem of centralization versus decentralization which pervades many facets of today's educational, civic, and political life.

Educational Centralization
Versus Decentralization

The issue of centralization versus decentralization arises between local community college campuses and state offices, between individual state colleges and boards of trustees, and in multi-campus university systems as well.

The current thrust among community colleges is toward maximum control at the local level, with a minimum control by state-level agencies. This thrust is partly a result of faculty and student demands for involvement in institutional decision-making. They feel that educational control at the local level can insure not only the flexibility in the community college program, but also relevancy of the institution to daily life. However, this trend toward local educational control currently is being modified by the complexity of the total state educational enterprise which demands coordination at a higher-than-local level.

In the past decade, most states have established some kind of overall state-wide coordinating agency for higher education. The federal government is endorsing the movement toward coordination by allocating funds to support studies to determine the plans for higher education in the future. These initiatives indicate movements which conflict with efforts to decentralize. There must be some accommodation by both the local community colleges and the state educational agencies to reconcile their differences concerning centralization versus decentralization.
Guidelines for Allocating Responsibilities

Dr. Ernest Palola recently completed a study for the Berkeley Center for Research and Development in Higher Education on the impact of statewide planning on institutional autonomy at the local level. The study focused on community colleges as well as four-year institutions in the states of Illinois, New York, California, and Florida. Dr. Palola concluded from his research that problems of statewide planning relate to the distribution of authority and influence between state and community college boards. To alleviate these many statewide planning problems, from his study, we may suggest that the distribution of responsibility must reflect the following:

1. A concern for the goals of the individual institution. State and local level personnel concerned about community colleges must evaluate these goals periodically.

2. An integration of effort among the community colleges.

3. A concern about adequate monetary allocations for research among community colleges and among the programs within them.

4. A concern whether these institutions have the opportunity to become innovative to meet the new needs of higher education.

5. A mechanism for the community colleges to adapt to the environment and to respond to it.

This list should provide some useful guidelines for state board members attempting to allocate community college responsibilities.

The Nature of Responsibilities Concerning Community Colleges

Decisions to allocate responsibilities either to state or local community college boards should hinge on a clear understanding of the nature of these responsibilities. In 1965, the Berkeley Center did a study for the California Coordinating Council on the nature of these responsibilities in two categories: those relating to service; and those relating to the power structure or the legal status of the system.

Researchers on the project questioned community college instructional and administrative staff members about these responsibilities. There was a wide difference of opinion as to the extent to which they thought state boards should be involved in these issues. In general, however, community college personnel concluded that state boards appropriately could be active in such
matters as coordination and long-term planning and the setting up of district boundaries. The state level should also have the authority to set standards for admitting and graduating junior college students. But the specifics of the academic curriculum, the school calendar, and staffing patterns were thought to be the prerogative of the institution. Also, they clearly felt that each institution should establish its own retention and probation standards for academic programs within that institution.

The following is a list of some of the major responsibilities identified by the study which must be allocated to either state or local community college boards:

**Responsibilities of a Service Nature.** The study identified two areas of responsibility of a service nature which should be distributed between state and local boards:

1. Research and Long-Range Planning for Community Colleges. This includes the distribution of responsibility for educational media, faculty design, curriculum innovation, administrative structure, and plan utilization.

2. Coordinating Machinery. This includes responsibility for decisions about academic calendars, appropriate spokesmen for junior colleges, information centers for junior colleges.

**Responsibilities of a Legal Nature.** The study also identified several areas of responsibility of a legal nature which should be divided between state and local community college boards. These areas are listed below:

1. Community College Curricula. This includes decisions about the curricula content in local colleges and regional assignments of vocational curricula and instructional material.

2. Educational Policies. These responsibilities included the following: setting minimum standards for the probation or suspension of junior colleges in a state and minimum standards for student admission and graduation.

3. Organization and Facilities. The responsibilities in this area include administrative organization of individual institutions, the design and construction of campus facilities, and district formation and boundaries of districts.

4. Financial Considerations. Responsibilities for the collection and allocating of financial resources must
be divided between the state and local level. Such financial considerations include student fees, institutional budgeting, equalization formulas, and accounting practices.

(5) Personnel Policies. The responsibility to set personnel policies must be divided between the state and local level. These policies include the authority to appoint, retain, or dismiss staff and to set salary levels.

Communications Essential for Coordination

No matter how the responsibilities are divided, there must be effective communications links between state and local agencies. Illinois has an effective communications system which might serve as a model for other states. In Illinois there is a council of community college presidents which meets monthly with the staff of the state board for community colleges. The council frequently makes formal presentations to the state board, as well as maintains close liaison with the Illinois Association of Community Colleges. Together, the state board and the representatives of the local colleges designed a legislative program for 1967 and coordinated it with the junior college association. The close liaison between the local and state-level educational agencies in Illinois is one example of a successful communications system.

Similar systems which encourage close liaison with the local and state level agencies are essential to coordinating state community college efforts.

It must be remembered that the state board for community colleges is part of a system of higher education in the state. Such a board must coordinate with numerous agencies in its efforts to provide effective community college education. Among these agencies are the state department of finance, the state legislature, as well as the community college association itself.

In states with strong local community college boards, there must be an increased effort to establish workable relationships with the state board of education. A vivid example is in vocational-technical education. In most states, the responsibility for this education is in the hands of the state department of education. For this reason, there must be continued liaison between the state department and the individual colleges offering vocational-technical education programs.

The decisions to distribute responsibilities for community colleges must reflect a mutual accommodation of interests between
state and local boards. The success of these decisions depends on constant communication between the two levels and continual evaluation of the power distribution.
"Things ain't what they used to be, and probably never were." A statement attributed to Mark Twain, could have been written about community colleges.

A changing pattern has characterized the community college scene starting with the first junior college nearly a hundred years ago. The first junior college actually was only an extension of secondary education. Prior to 1950 there were several attempts to develop a system of post-high school two-year colleges. But like many good ideas, these attempts seemed to be ahead of their time.

It was not until the latter half of the 1950's that an increasing public demand for higher education opportunities prompted changes in state educational policies. The result was the effort to make community college education available to all people within a state.

Considerations in Developing a Community College System

Once a state starts considering community college education, the system that develops depends upon the answers to such questions as:

What assumptions about, or objectives for, post-high school education have been accepted in the state? Is it to be accessible to all, or accessible to certain geographic, economic, academic and age groups?

What planning has been done to implement the assumptions or objectives? Does the planning include all post-high school education or just certain segments or types?

What are the expectations for the system? Is the purpose to make for more effective education, to reduce the costs of education, to reduce the number
What are the constraints which must be considered in developing the system? Most systems result from what is acceptable within the state to the constitution, to legislation, to methods of finance, and to existing colleges and universities.

What kind of accountability is desired and necessary to insure the attainment of objectives?

How much initiative for providing leadership is expected at the various levels of the system?

What kind of organization will provide for continuous, systematic feedback and evaluation for improvement of the system?

The answers to these questions have provided the basis for developing the variety of systems for community colleges in existence today. These systems range from complete local control to complete state control, with various combinations of local and state control. Perhaps they can be classified best as local control, local control with state coordination, university control, state control, state system with shared control.

Local Control of Community Colleges. Local community control can provide only for a voluntary system of community college education. Each institution must voluntarily give up or loan some of its authority if any coordination takes place. The basic assumptions behind this type of control are: (1) Community college education is developed only where people want it, deserve it, and are willing to finance it; (2) It is a local concern and not a state concern; (3) Local control is frequently the first stage of a system of development and will continue as more colleges are established.

State Coordination of Community Colleges. Local control usually develops into a second stage: a state-coordinated system. Control frequently stays local, but the furtherance of a master plan for development becomes of concern to the state. A state agency usually assumed concern for new programs and for maintaining excellence of programs. The state agency establishes guidelines and criteria for initiating and developing new colleges. A state-coordinated system emerges when states assume the objective of providing community college education within commuting distance of a majority of high school graduates.
University Control of Community Colleges. A third system is one controlled by a four-year college or university. This is basically carried out through establishing extension centers to offer educational programs to a broader geographical area. The "if," "when," "where," and "what" of developing community colleges are determined by the university objectives.

State Control of Community Colleges. A fourth type is the state-controlled and operated system. Some states have thought it best to reduce local control and place authority for control and operation in a state agency. The state agency would then determine the answers to questions regarding the development of community college education.

State System with Shared Local Control of Community Colleges. Recently there has emerged a trend toward a statewide system coordinating local districts. Its objective is to provide opportunity for two years of college and continuing education to all the people of the state in the most effective and efficient manner. This system requires a master plan at the state level which reflects projected plans for development in the local districts. The state agency is responsible for providing coordination and leadership to the local districts which have the responsibility for programming.

States involved in public community college development have tried many of these five systems. States entering programs of community college development choose a type based on their philosophy of post-high school education and existing higher education developments.

The essential point is that there is not a common state plan for community college development in the fifty states. Any one plan can evolve into a more systematic program under certain circumstances.

Foundation in Building a System of Community Colleges

The foundation of effective community college education is a systematic development of the institutions. A state is ready for the development of a community college system when it is concerned enough to:

- Provide a basic system of comprehensive two-year colleges.
- Insure that every area of the state is considered in the planning.
Provide planning for tomorrow's needs as well as operating to fulfill present requirements.

Insure every person equal opportunity to benefit from the educational program.

Provide for equalized financial resources.

Provide for accountability rather than control.

Once a state has made the above commitments, it should be able to provide two-year higher education opportunities for all its people.

The basic considerations in a forward-looking community college system would include:

A firmly-stated conviction that it is in the public interest that accessibility to education beyond the high school be afforded to all, to the limit of their ability to benefit from it, thus resulting in social gain.

A complete systematic development of community colleges for the entire state.

A system which eventually provides for all areas and for all the population of the state.

A state regulatory agency responsible for an orderly development and for the excellence of programs.

A means by which the total area of the state is divided into local districts for operating colleges.

Local districts with their own governing boards responsible for operating existing colleges and planning for continued development to meet the needs of the district.

District boundaries which conform as closely as possible to the natural areas from which students will come.

A guaranteed level of support for operation with a method for providing additional support if desired.

A method of long-range support for capital construction in order that planning for the future can be done with assurance.
A guarantee that the direct cost to the student will be kept at a minimum.

A flexibility of administration that encourages decentralization at the state level as well as at the multi-campus district level.

These considerations do not assure success of any community college system. But one test of an adequate organization is the amount of energy that is required to make it effective. Another test is whether it accomplishes the goals and objectives of the state regarding community college development.

The value of the system is the ability to provide for the outcomes that the state and society expect of the community college.
BUDGETING AND FINANCING FOR STATE SYSTEM COLLEGES: Some Trends and Guidelines

Paul A. Eisner
Director of the Division of Community Colleges
Colorado State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education

As we approach the end of this decade and move into the seventies, we can see some significant signs affecting the administration and governance of community colleges. Future writers in the junior college field may look back on the sixties as a "golden era" of community college growth.

It seems more than accidental that this "golden era" also saw considerable local initiative for the establishment of community colleges. The sixties marked a time when local communities translated educational opportunity into a means of obtaining local economic growth. Virtually every community of any size had a citizens' committee whose sole crusade was to establish a local junior college.

Armed with feasibility studies and enrollment statistics, local interest groups set in motion the creation of a community college. Such initiation often brought the local community college into existence under the banner of civic pride, educational opportunity for all, and under the assumption that the local tax bill could support one more major enterprise.

Trend Toward State Fiscal Support

These initiatives still provide support for junior college development. But several new trends are affecting local interest.

The first trend is that local citizens appear willing to shift local support for most public services to larger, more embracing taxing jurisdictions. One such public service is the public community college.

Secondly, it appears easier to finance the initial development of a junior college than to provide adequate ongoing tax support for programs. Those communities that have had significant demographic change experience considerable frustration in getting local financial support. Particularly in communities with a large number of older people, it is difficult to obtain...
support for junior colleges.

While the shift to state levels for larger financial support appears evident, local junior colleges reluctantly relinquish certain controls that go with fiscal responsibility. The central issue in all state systems of junior colleges is finding an appropriate balance between state coordination and local initiative. The pattern toward increased state support necessarily poses a threat to local initiative, which, in the view of many thoughtful people, can and will thwart the most basic component of a strong junior college.

The major challenges state boards of community colleges face in view of these general trends toward the shifting to greater state support are clear. One challenge is that state boards will be pressed to develop new governance models that preserve and maintain local initiative.

A second is that great pressures will be placed on the state board leadership to vie effectively for the allocation of scarce state resources to support junior colleges. Currently, this pressure constitutes one of our most critical dilemmas. State level community college boards generally have not been equipped to cope in the legislative arena for effective financial support. Too often junior college interests merely have been added to coordinating bodies. Junior college boards must become integrated parts of the decision-making processes which affect support levels for higher education. They cannot continue to be additions to the existing structure.

For these reasons, it is imperative that state boards for community colleges be knowledgeable about budgeting and financing. Board members and staffs should consider the following points:

Integrated Systems of Higher Education

First, state boards must recognize that higher education constitutes a total system and that junior college interests cannot stand as a separate entity. In states such as New York, Illinois, and California, there is comparatively great strength in the junior colleges because these states operate with integrated systems of higher education. If junior college boards are to receive adequate financial support, they must become visible and sometimes vocal partners of commissions on higher education or coordinating bodies.
Educational Long-Range Planning and Budgeting

Budgeting or financing systems must be integrally tied to certain assumptions about basic planning. Both educators and legislators must agree on answers to the following basic questions before they consider long-range planning:

What are the respective roles of the university, the state colleges, the extension centers and the junior colleges in meeting the total higher education needs in your state?

What effects shall varying degrees of selective admissions policies have on the various sectors of higher education, most particularly the public junior colleges?

What are the patterns of curriculum that each institution ultimately expects to achieve over a five-year or a ten-year period?

In brief, each sector of higher education must define its specific long-range missions. Resources to accomplish these missions must be projected in dollar costs. The Colorado State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education now is undertaking such planning. The Board has set as the goal for each community college in the state system that enrollment ought to balance out with approximately half of the head count in occupationally-oriented programs. The budgeting implications of such a planning policy are significant. It must be remembered that initial outlays have a dramatic effect on current operational budgets. It is important not to sell vocational-technical programs to legislators on a lower initial cost basis.

Budgeting to Provide Educational Opportunity for Entire Population

In another major policy decision, the Colorado State Board has stated explicitly that junior colleges shall meet the needs of clientele altogether new to higher education. Colorado junior colleges have generated opportunity for those who heretofore have not taken advantage of post-high school education.

Our research indicates that junior colleges in Colorado have not had adequate representation from all segments of the state's population. But, for the sake of example, let's say if
the junior colleges' mission is to serve 1.25% of the state's population in ten years, the budgetary implications can then be extrapolated for the legislature. Colorado junior college full-time equivalent (FTE) students currently comprise 16.3% of the total number of students in higher education. This has increased at about 2 1/2% a year. The goal for Colorado junior college enrollment in 10 years is 30% of the total FTE students in institutions of higher education. The Board is working with the Commission for Higher Education to project accurate budgetary requirements for these goals.

Effective Program Building and Budgeting

Budgeting must relate to program and function. In this connection, Colorado has divided the state into major occupational planning areas. This permits the staff to allocate costly occupational programs on some kind of a statewide scheme. In some instances we have been able to use standard metropolitan statistical bases as a starting point for projecting manpower needs. More importantly, however, it permits some structure for the development of occupational curriculum under a rational plan. Unfortunately, there is so much to be done in occupational education that we are not immediately threatened by proliferation and duplication of scarce resources.

Educational Budgetary Requests and Comparable Data

Long-range goals should be reflected in year-to-year budgetary requests. There is a greater acceptance from the various fiscal agencies when a board can project a five-year plan that says, "This is where we want to be five years from now." Budget policies affecting such long-range decisions must be based on data gathering and research. With extensive research, however, there is a danger of over-formulization in setting either minimal or maximum standards for operational costs or capital outlay.

An appropriate guideline for state boards to follow in budget building is to use comparable data. It seems far easier to defend or sometimes reject a budgetary request if comparable institutional data are at your fingertips. Moreover, the institutions must participate as partners in your overall research and data program.

It is important that key college personnel be brought in to help design the broad statewide institutional research program. No budget office can function without a full-range institutional research program. Data collection at the state level requires full and competent staff. The state board gets its investment
back ten-fold if its budgeting functions at the state level are supported by a coordinator or director of research.

In Colorado we developed a statewide system of accounting, reporting, and budgeting procedures, consisting of representatives from both local and state system business officials, representatives of the Commission on Higher Education, the Controller's office, the Legislative Audit Committee. The Board, in turn, appointed a local business manager as chairman and contracted a consulting firm to assist in the development of a uniform system of accounting and budgeting. In short, many of the fears and restraints about working within a state-wide framework of reporting and budgeting were alleviated.

Let me attempt to conclude by summarizing the points raised in this paper.

First, local support appears to be shifting from local ad valorem taxation to state-level financing.

Second, this shift of support calls for a delicate balance between local initiative and the providing for basic local prerogatives and statewide coordination.

Third, rigid control, usually in the form of fiscal restraints, can destroy the important components of a dynamic, working local institution, particularly if such controls thwart initiative, local identity.

Fourth, state governing bodies must participate in the larger partnerships; namely, those agencies involved in coordination. State boards cannot afford to isolate themselves if they are to achieve political and financial stability.

These more specific guidelines were suggested:

1. Junior college long-range goals must be part of the total state system of higher education.

2. Budgeting and finance programs must be tied to specific planning assumptions. These planning assumptions can become realistic objectives if they are within an integrated and acceptable plan, endorsed by parent bodies,
and, ultimately, the legislature.

3. Basic policy decisions must be defined in terms of related functions.

4. Budgeting must be tied to program and other related functions.

5. Sound budgeting systems must relate resources to both short and long-range missions.

6. In the process of allocating resources to institutions, there is a danger of over-formalizing statewide spending practices. Wider local participation in setting minimal and maximum standards reduces this danger, especially if comparative data can be generated.

7. Sound budget administration must be supported by a fully-developed research and data gathering program. Ideally, local college personnel should be involved to participate and even design such data gathering systems.

Hopefully, these observations about the experiences of the Colorado State Board for Community Colleges will be useful guidelines for other state boards wishing to establish effective budgeting procedures.
In a recent address before a large group of educators, a junior college spokesman proudly proclaimed, "The junior college movement is simply fantastic. New colleges are 'growing like Topsy.'" To "grow like Topsy" is hardly a proud accomplishment for a community college system in any state when local, state, and national planning are of such paramount importance.

The fact is that the junior college movement has grown rapidly. More than seventy new junior colleges opened their doors in 1967, and almost 200 more are in the process of being established. Estimated enrollments of junior colleges in the next five years will double, reaching a total of 3 million. The considerable growth of public community colleges in the past decade necessitates statewide planning and coordination. Without such planning there would be inequities in educational opportunity and in the use of financial resources.

Often it has been assumed that the creation of a state system of community colleges automatically provides for statewide planning and coordination. This is not the case. Actually most states do not have any statewide plan that provides for the orderly establishment of and financial support for public two-year colleges.

Problems created by the absence of a state plan have been documented by F.D. Gurll in illustrating the development of a master plan in California. Gurll stated that, in 1959, the numerous higher education bills introduced in the California Assembly threatened to destroy existing patterns of institutional cooperation in the state. The Legislature, therefore, decided not to consider any new bills until a plan could be devised to insure all qualified students an adequate educational opportunity with a minimum tax burden. The result was a state master plan for higher education to provide for the expansion, development, and integration, not only of facilities, but also of curriculum and standards in all institutions of higher education.
State Planning with or without State Control

The concept of locally-controlled institutions has long dominated the literature and educational thought in the junior college field. According to junior college expert James Wattenbarger, "This local orientation has been the strongest element in the 'mystique' of the community junior college development." In spite of tradition, however, and in spite of numerous studies overwhelmingly favorable to local control and operation of junior colleges, there is a trend toward state operation and support. Wattenbarger states it is unlikely that the trend toward state control can be reversed. He urged that the positive results attributable to local operation be clearly identified so that ways can be found to preserve them. There must be, he insisted, "a clear delineation between state and local responsibilities."

In the March 1968 issue of the Junior College Journal, Clifford Erickson endorsed the concept of simultaneous state planning and local control of public junior colleges. The success of such a system requires a creative balance between state coordination and planning and local autonomy and control.

Erickson pointed to the trend toward state planning for higher education, relating it to the following factors:

1. Inadequate local planning to meet the needs of higher education.
2. Rapid emergence of the community college as an integral part of higher education.
3. Recognition of state responsibility for sharing in the financing of community colleges.
4. Expansion of federal funding with attendant state responsibilities.
5. Awareness of educational planning, both state and regional, as a part of public policy.
6. Experience in several states where master plans for higher education have been developed which assign a unique and important role to the community college.

California and Florida are examples of states operating under state master plans with considerable state coordination, but with strong predilections toward local operation. Basil Clark has expressed the belief that local governing boards and institutions should retain the authority for developing new
programs or making program changes. But at the same time, he has called attention to the need for quality controls and coordination among educational institutions at the state level.8

Who Is Involved in State Planning?

Many groups are influential in the state planning of community colleges. These groups include official educational agencies, state committees or councils, appointed or contracted survey teams, groups characterized by their members' outside interests, and individuals.

In some states the legislative body has stimulated, or even mandated, a statewide study and plan. In others a master plan may start with a governor, a state superintendent, or a regent. It often involves a separate study group and, in many cases, looks to the initiative and drive of one or more vigorous, influential leaders.

What Does State Planning Include?

All state planning groups are concerned with population growth and higher education enrollments, capital outlay for developing institutions, and budgeting priorities.

They are concerned with the relationships among various institutions comprising a system of higher education. These include the control, administration, and scope of services of higher education generally, or of community colleges in particular. Planning groups must know if these services are available to all segments of the population.

State planning groups become concerned with problems of academic transfer, scholarships, curriculum adequacy, needed amendments to the laws, intercollegiate athletics, fraternities, degree requirements, federal funds, and even the approval of staff.

Rationale for State Master Planning

The ultimate goal of master planning is to assure that every citizen has the opportunity to receive the education for which he has the capacity. This would include all levels of education whether vocational-technical, general academic, or college transfer.
Perhaps the rationale for developing a state master plan can best be demonstrated by its following major purposes:

1. The state master plan expresses the state's concern for the educational welfare of its adolescent and adult citizens.

   A plan will stress the importance of education to the state, to industrial strength, or to the individual. It may include an expression of belief in low tuition or no tuition, in scholarships, or in the proximity of institutions to the populations to be served.

2. The state master plan should describe the integration of institutions into an organized system of higher education.

   Such a description will indicate the relationships among the institutions that together provide the educational opportunities incorporated in the plan. In a well-conceived master plan, different functions of the educational institutions can be planned, assigned, and justified. But the plan must enable individual facilities and programs to be responsive to diverse educational needs.

   The federal government is playing an increasing role in higher education; hence, the state's use of federal assistance in its state and local fiscal effort should be a part of the master plan.

3. A state plan is an effective way to describe a minimum foundation program.

   A state plan may describe those aspects of the curricula that are universally required as a foundation of the educational program. Or the minimum foundation program may describe only the financial structure. Any state plan is likely to delineate minimum program standards and degree requirements.

4. A state plan can assist communities to assess their own capabilities and readiness to develop a college.

   Without the initiative of local communities, many community colleges would never have come into existence. However, a state plan describing minimum educational requirements can assist developing colleges to make an adequate start. A well-conceived state master plan shows communities how to measure available assets with those needed to organize and sustain a community college. Such a plan provides a broader-than-local perspective for understanding the state's educational needs.

5. A master plan provides a means of removing community
college establishment and development from purely political considerations and local pressures.

A well-defined master plan for community college development is more influential in the legislature than individual community plans and pressures.

A master plan provides the basis for making a unified request for financial support to the legislature, not only for the establishment of community colleges, but also for their expansion and development. In this way, planning for orderly growth and development of community colleges can prevent waste of state funds and inequities in educational opportunity in the state.

6. An adequate master plan must remain flexible to provide a basis for further planning.

Master plans are not static. Educational needs change, unexpected problems arise, experiments succeed or fail, even resources fluctuate. Although they are not static, master plans can assess progress toward established, long-range goals.

7. The development of a state plan opens areas of needed research.

State planning requires research in such areas as: economic impact of education; population projections; mobility studies; and manpower availability. Data from these research efforts are useful in making state-to-state comparisons which aid the planning process.

8. The development of a master plan encourages and facilitates systematizing routine state services.

Financial accounting is usually the first service to be systematized. With a master plan, other routine services can become more efficient. One example might be common scholarship and tuition plans for all levels of higher education.

9. A master plan is an effective public relations instrument.

Ultimately it is the layman who must know about community colleges if he is to vote the taxes to build and sustain them. Therefore, good sense dictates that the state master plan be an effective communications vehicle. It should build the citizen's confidence in the effectiveness and efficiency of the educational plans described.

One outstanding benefit of state planning is the bringing together of the layman and professional educator in a common endeavor.
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